
Objective 103.7 - Search text files using regular expressions 
by Christine Bresnahan:  Christine-Bresnahan.com 
 

 Create simple regular expressions containing several notational elements. 

 Use regular expression tools to perform searches through a filesystem or file content. 
 
Commands to know 
grep 
egrep 
fgrep 
sed 
regex(7) 

Frequently Asked Questions 
What is grep? 
grep is a command used to search through files or standard output for patterns of text. Once the text pattern 
is found, the entire line of the file(s) is displayed.   
The general syntax is:  grep  text_pattern  file_name 
The text pattern used in the search is called a "regular expression." 
 
What is a "regular expression?" 
A regular expression (also called "regex") is a character sequence used as a search patterns in text. 
 
Three things to know about the "character sequence" in a regular expression: 

1. The character sequence can be just a simple letter. For example, you may use a as your regular 
expression in order to find all the instances of the letter a in text. 

2. The character sequence can also be a series of characters. For example, you may use bat as your 
regular expression in order to find all the instances of the word bat in text. 

3. In addition the character sequence can contain special non-alphabetical characters (metacharacters), 
which have special meaning in regular expressions. For example,  

 
Regular expression metacharacters to know: 
. Match a single character (similar to ? in wildcards) 
 
* Match any number of characters (similar to * in wildcards) 
 
[   ] Match any characters listed in between the brackets (similar to brackets in wildcards) 
             Example:  c[ou]p  would match cop and cup 
 
[^ ] Match any characters BUT the one(s) listed in between the brackets (similar to brackets in wildcards) 
             Example: c[^o]p would match anything starting with c and ending with p, except the word, cop. 
 
[ - ] March any characters listed in the range (similar to brackets in wildcards). 
             Example:  c[o-q]p would match cop, cpp, or cqp. 
 
^ Match this character(s) only if it is at the beginning of a line.   
             Example:  ^a would match:  a big hello! 
 
$ Match this character(s) only if it is at the end of a line.  
             Example: $a  would match:  Little fella 
 



The grep command can use regular expressions in its text_pattern. However, it can also use "extended regular 
expressions" by adding the -E option. 
 
 
What is an "extended regular expression?" 
Regular expressions come in two forms:  basic syntax and extended syntax (typically just written: basic and 
extended).  

 Basic syntax also called "regular expression" was discussed above. 

 Extended syntax also called "extended regular expression" or  
sometimes "modern regular expression" allows much more complex searches to be made 

 
Extended regular expression metacharacters to know: 
| Allows either characters (or words) denoted to be search for within the text. 
   Example:  grep  -E  "root|user1"  /etc/password  
                   searches for either word "root" and "user1" and returns results for both. 
 
What is regex(7)? 
This is referring to the man pages on regular expressions (also called "regex") that you can read by typing in 
the command:  man  regex  -s  7 
 
What command options should I know for grep? 
grep command options to know: 
-c  Count file lines that have the text pattern 
-E  Use extended regular expressions in search text pattern.   
-F  Search using a pattern of fixed strings. 
-i  Ignore case in the search for the text pattern 
-l  Display only the names of the files that contain the text pattern. 
-r  Search recursively through directories for the text pattern 
-v  Display lines that do not contain the text pattern 
 
What is egrep and fgrep? 
The egrep command is equivalent to grep -E (depreciated - but know for exam) 
The fgrep command is equivalent to grep -F (depreciated - but know for exam) 
 
What is sed? 
The sed command, which stands for stream editor, is a very complex tool. It allows the direct modification of 
file contents or standard input and sends the modifications to standard output. 
 
This utility is too complex to know everything about it. Entire books have been written on it! 
The best two items to know for the exam are: 
 
1) General syntax:  sed  options   editor-commands   input-file 
Where the input-file (which is optional) is the file whose contents you wish to modify, and the editor-commands 
are actual text or a regular expression to search for, and/or text to use as its replacement, etc. 
 
2) The substitute command:   sed  's/text-to-find/text-to-replace-it-with/' 
 
Example:   
echo "This is a test"  |  sed  's/test/big test/'  
This is a big test 


